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Corporate Strategy

by Leif Johnson

Utilities face debt pileup

long-term paper.
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Unless Reagan eases credit, electricity production's annual
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other supplier firms at an early
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the United States were projected at

date.
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on its first mortgage bonds than the
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its own equity.
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nounced that a Connecticut state

regulatory assault on investments,

conservation program would limit

there is little optimism in the indus
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annual growth in demand from its

try that its problems can be reversed

that they would borrow $17.3 bil

customers to 1.5 percent for several

in the short term.

years.

lion on the long-term market. Due

Although it is clear that no

to the weakness of the long-term
markets last year, however, they
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where near adequate deliberation
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on the possible solutions to the in
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dustry's problems has yet taken
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demand would grow by only 3.3
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capacity at 5 percent less than what
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though 1980 short-term debt tallies
have not yet been released, analysts
predict that another significant in

crisis

emerging
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after just three months
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constraints.
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The plight of U.S. utility corpo
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crease, possibly hitting $10 billion

lenges awaiting Reagan adminis

short-term debt.

total, will turn out to have occurred
last year.

tration action to reverse four years

At this point, even if Reagan

of regulatory dictatorship over cap

implements a 10 percent tax cut at

After 15 months of Volcker's

ital investment.
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an early date, this will have little

policies, the same utility corpora

effect on utility planning. As one

tions which had been 60 percent

dustry in the country, utilities spent

securities analyst put it, "In order

self-financing just two decades ago

$26 billion on over 300 construction
projects last year, with most funds

to benefit from a tax cut, you have
to already be paying taxes. Many

-that is, were able to finance 60
percent of their capital outlays from

going into nuclear- and coal-relat

utility firms stopped paying taxes

earnings,
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long ago, because they're not gen

clines-had become 70 percent de

erating any profit."

pendent on external credit sources.

In 1981, the industry will inject a
new $29 billion of capital outlays
into the economy.
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